General Talking Points

- **General Map Goals**
  - Highest priority is achieving equal population
  - Must properly draw minority districts
    - "Minorities must be given the opportunity to elect the candidate of their choosing."
  - Compact and contiguous

- **Timeline and process**
  - 3 separate bills will be introduced
    - Congressional Map, Legislative Map, Process/Venue Change
  - Senate Plans to introduce the bill late next week
  - Floor action by the middle of the month
  - Assembly will wait and see for the legislative map
  - This is a placeholder map. If the Senate comes back in the majority, we *may* come back and adjust.
  - Public comments on this map may be different than what you hear in this room. Ignore the public comments.

- **Confidentiality**
  - Previously signed agreement applies to this meeting
  - Public comment will lead to depositions and being called to the witness stand